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An exact analysis about the sound propagation in the acoustic wave guide with circular

section is made and some numerical results concern1ng aXISymmetric and non･axISymmetric

acoustic modes are shown･ The effects of the Buid viscosity, especially the damplng Of the

sound, are discussed.

l. Introduction

The sound propagation in the acoustic wave guide

with circular section is an important problem.

∬owever, in
spite of many investigations

about this

topic, there appears to be no exact discussion about

the effects of the viscosity of the fhid as the medium

cf sound. For a more rigorous consideration of the

sound propagation, it is necessary to know the

damping
of the sound.

In this paper, an exact analysis in the presence

of the触id viscosity is presented, and some numerical

results obtained uslng a COmputer are also shown.

2. Analysis

The present analysis is based on the linearized

approximation of the Navier-Stokes
equation

au

p-訂ニーVP+与vv･
荏-pvxvxu, (1)

and the equation of continuity that is also linearized

%〒 -kv･
a, (2)

where a is the particle velocity vector, A is the

PreSSure･ p is the density･ k is the bulk modulus, p

is the coealcient of viscosity't is time and v i8 the

three dimensional
nabla operator. The coordinates

system is shown in Fig･ 1. Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are

valid･ if･ and only if, the amplitude of the wave is
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Fig. 1 Coordinates system.

small. The velocity vector α can be divided into two

terms, irrotational term ul and rotational term u2.

u-ul+u2, VXu1-0, v･u2-0. (3)

The
､division of α by Eqs. (3) is convenient not only

for obtaining solutions, but also for consideration of

physical meanings of zL. Let us consider a plane wave

or a spherical wave in infinite space. ln these waves,

the term ul is always necessary, but the term zL2

does not appear. On the other
hand, if the wave is

generated in a restricted space such as in a tube, both

of LEI and zL2 are always necessary for satisfaction

of the condition that the velocity of the且uid in the

vicinity of the wall must be eqatll to that of the wall.

Therefore, we can conclude that the term ul is always

necessary for the wave caused by the compressibility

of the 触id, but u2 appears Only if the soICalled

boundary layer exists.

ロsing the relation given by Eqs. (3), Eq. (1)

and Eq･ (2) are rewritten as the followings.
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p濡L--v4+i
pvvwl,

且=-kv･ul
∂f

plaui-ニーpvxvxu2,
V･u2-0

Elimination
of Ul from both of Eqs. (4) gives

(1+昔IB-音)

･(芸+÷-3,-･÷昔+怠)p

-一軒一新-o
1

(4)

(5)

(6)

where c is the sound velocity ～/砺and
v is the

kinematic viscムsity FL/p. For a sinusoidal wave

travelling along tile 〟-axis, let

P-P(r) ･cosne･ exp[jβ (x-α*t) ]. (7)

In Eq. (7), α★ is the complex phase velocity, β is

the longitudinal wave number and i is the imaglnary

unit. Substitution of Eq. (7) in to Eq. (6)givesan

ordinary differentialequation.

(一芸+÷浅-一昔+こ2)p(r)-0,(8)

where

∈2-β2(
α★2

c2一号jyPα･-1)
'9'

Since the pressure A Lshould have a certain finite

value, we must choose the solution ofEq. (8) as the

follow ing.

P(r) -AJ. (こr) (10)

where A is an undetermined coe氏cient and I"(Er) is

nth order Bessel'sfunction of the first kind. Now, let

ul- [Ul.COSne, Ul,COSne, UleSinne]

×exp [jP (x-α*l) ] (ll)

Substitution of Eq. (ll) with Eq. (7) and Eq. (10)

into the first of Eq. (4) yields

ul･-A'*J･
((r)･

ul･ニーA′滋訂[J･11(Er)Jn･1 (こr)],

ule-A′一志[J"-1
(こr)+Jnl (Er)]･

A′

-A(1一号j+pa･)I

where

Let

(13)

In the next place, let us consider about zL2.

u2- [U2.COSne, U2,COSne, U2eSinne]

×exp [jβ(y-α★l)]. (14)

Eq. (14) is corresponding to ul given by Eq. (ll).

substituting Eq. (14) into Eqs. (5) and rearranging

expressions, we have the fol一owing
ordinary differen-

tial equations.

(妥+÷%一昔+ヮ2)u2x-0,

(堤-+÷遥-一昔+72)u2,

一旦u2e-0,r2

(芸+÷妥一昔+?2)u2e

% u2,-0,

ヮ2=｣吐-β2,LJ

where

(15)

(16)

The solution of the丘rst of Eq.(15) is obtained as

U2.-BIJ. (ヮr)
, (17)

where Bl is an undetermined coelRcient. The second

and the third of Eqs. (15) are evidently in a dual

relation. Therefore, solutions of these simultaneous

equations must be in some dual relations. If we.

assume that U2e- U2r, We Obtain

U2r- U2o-B2･J..1 (ヮr) (18)

and if we assume that U2e--U2r, We Obtain

U2rニーU2e-B3･ I._1 (ヮr) (19)
B2 and B3 are also undetermined coe氏cients. Thus, we

have

U2,-B2J..1 (かr)+B3ム_1 (ヮr)

U2e-B2J^.1 (りr)-B3J"1 (ヮr) ) (20,

The three coeRicients, Bl, B2 and B3 Can not be-

independent each other, because u2 must Satisfy the.

second of Eq. (5). From this fact,

Bl-%
(B2-B3)

Substitution
of Eq. (21) into Fq. (18) yields

u2･--%
(B2-B3) J･ (りr)

(21)

(22)

Now, we must consider about the boundary･

condition. In this paper, any movement of the wall

of the wave guide is notpermitted･ Thus,

[U1.+ U2.],=q-0,

[ Ul,+ U2,],=a-0,

[ Ule+ U2e],=a-0. ) (23,

where a is the radius of the wave
guide. Substituting

the expressions about U1" U2" etC. derived so far

into the boundary conditionsgiven by Eq.(23), we

have simultaneous homogeneous
equations for A′, B之
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and B3.

J･ (;a)

･A′+サJ"
(ギa)･B2

一号-Jn
(7a)･B3-0

-%[ムー1
(こa)Jn･1 (Ea)] ･A′

+i.1 (ヮa)･B2+ム_1 (ヮa)･B3-0

%[J･-1(Ea)+J･･1 (Ea)] ･ A′

+ム.1 (でa)･B2-Jn_I (ヮa)･B3-0

According to the theorem of the linear algebra, there

are non･trivial solutions of Eqs. (24), if, and only

if, the determinant of coe缶cient in Eqs･ (24) is zero･

Thus, we have

㌢
'pn

一昔[1/p(-1,,E-P･,E]
p- 1/p(-I"

告[1/p(〟-1,,E+p.･f]p･,q 1/¢(〟-

-0 (25)

In Eq.(25), the following expression is used for

simplicity.

i...J1軍_q_)
I. (za)

?〟,.≡L `Tl二二J- (26)

Expanding the determinant of Eq. (25) and rear-

ranglng the expression, we obtain

2β2浩･'7〔浩.浩〕-o
(27)

If n-0, namely, the wave is an axi-symmetric one,

Eq. (27) can be simpli丘ed as

β2po,可+;叩o,E-0 (28)

Eq. (27) and Eq. (28) are the equations for obtaining

the complex phase velocity a*, when the value of

the wave number P, consequently, of the wave length

) isgiven. These equations are the so･called complex

transcendental ones. Therefore, these can be solved

only by numerical methods.
In this paper, the steepest

descent method is utilized. The phase velocity
α

and

the logarithmic decrement ∂ can be calculated from

the value of α★, using the following relations.

α=Reα★

8-
-2,7Imα書/Reα♯

3. Numerical Resul七田

On the sound wave in the presence of the 8uid

viscocity, both of the phase velocity and the damplng

modulus are matters of concern. The phase velocity

is slightly smaller than that in the absence of the

fluid viscosity. However, the decline of the phase
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velocity caused
by the viscosity is negligiblly small,

moreover the phase velocity in the absence of 'visco-

sity can be calculated using the following simple

equation.

a-.cJ苛丁
(31'

where
e lS Obtained from the roots of the following

equation

J._1 (ea)-I..1 (ea)-0 (32)

For reference, the earlier ten roots of Eq. (32) are

given in the Table 1. In this table, n of (n, m) in

the Mode Shape column is the number of the nodal

diameters of the pressure distribution and
m is the

number of nodal circles. For example, Fig. 2 shows

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of mode shape. This

figure shows the mode (3, 1).

the mode of (3, 1).

Hence, attention will be given only to the damping

modulus.Let j-A/a and fJ:;LJ/ac be dimensionless

parameters corresponding to land LJ
respectively. Fig.
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Fig. 3 Relation between ∂
and j. (y-10~5)
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3 shows the relation between the logarithmic decre-

ment 8 and the dimensionless wave length j about

the earlier ten modes, when D-10-5. In this 丘gure,

it appears that the modes can be classi丘ed into three

groups according to magnitude of
a in the long wave

length region. The first group includes only the (0, 0)

mode, the second includes the modes of (1, 0),

(2, 0) and so on, and the third consistsofthe modes

(o, 1), (1, 1) and so on. Main reason of possibility

of this classification can be found in the profiles of

the axial component of the particle velocity lL. Fig. 4

(o, o) Mode (I,0) M咲le,eec

lstGrDLLP 2qd Group

暑
3｡｢

｡6売F岳｢岳",3rd Group

Fig. 4 Roughschematic illustrations of distribution

of U.t.

shows roughschematic illustrations of the profiles of

ux･ If the pro丘1e of zLxOfone mode is similar to that

of another mode, the values of a of these modes are

evidently close each other.

In Fig. 5, 8
of the earlier three modes are shown,

when the value of
i)

varies. The value of
∂

of any

mode is not proportional to D, but it appears that ♂

is roughly proportional to J㌻in long wave length

reglOn.
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Fig. 5 Relation between ♂ and A, when i) varies.

4. CorLClusioTL

Tbe modes of the sornd travelling in the circular

wave
guide

are
classi丘ed into some groups according

to the value of ∂ in long wavelength region, and
∂

of every mode is roughly proportional to Jす.

Table 1. Roots of Eq. (32)


